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mployee surveys are one of the strategies that

the Federal government uses to improve its ef

fectiveness Employee surveys aid organiza

tions to determine the current status of the workplace

uncover or explore workplace issues that are detracting

from employee performance and formulate action plans

for initiating improvement In addition if used cor

rectly employee surveys help open communication

between management and staff and provide opportuni

ties for employees to influence their work environments

Care must be taken however to respond in tangible

ways to the survey results If this is not done negative

views of management will be reinforced

The National Performance Review calls upon agen

cies to conduct employee surveys especially surveys

of front-line employees Several such surveys recently

have been conducted by agencies within the Federal

government including the U.S Postal Service the In

ternal Revenue Service the Census Bureau and the De

partment of the Interior This paper reports on an em
ployee survey conducted for the Department of Edu

cation in 1993

of Survey

Purpose of Employee Survey

The survey was conducted to gather candid feed

back from employees to assist management in assess

ing the current environment within the agency and to

provide means for monitoring progress in achieving

the agencys mission The results of this survey will

provide baseline from which the agency can measure

the effectiveness of future actions This survey is fol

low-up to previous survey conducted two years ago

however the response rate to the previous survey was

very low and many of the issues specific to the agency

were not covered Therefore results are not compa

rable

The 1993 employee survey for this agency reflects

several priorities of the National Performance Review

and of the Reinventing Government initiatives in

cluding the following

Organizational Support-- Do employees know

that they are led by people with vision for the

future Does the agency provide the necessary

facilities and support organization to enable em
ployees to do their jobs Are sufficient technical

and personnel resources provided Does man

agement support quality improvement efforts

Are employees given career guidance to help them

improve their work

Employee Empowerment -- Do the employees

have their expertise acknowledged by their su

pervisors Are they given the authority to com

plete their work Are employees given voice in

the mission policies and goals of their organiza

tional unit

Realizing Employee Potential -- Do employ

ees see that they are rewarded for working to their

potential Are employees encouraged to use all

of their skills Does the employees manager as

sist in furthering the employees career Is the

agency place where employees are treated

equally regardless of race gender disabilities

age or the exercise of employee rights

Quality of Output-- Do employees see that their

organization cares about quality and rewards qual

ity work Do employees believe that resources

are well used including their own skills and abili

ties Does the agency provide the tools neces

sary to provide quality work Do different parts

of the agency work together to improve quality

Customer Orientation -- Are employees encour

aged to see that results matter Are employees

familiar with their organizations customers and

their customers needs Does the employees or

ganization meet the needs of its customers
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Development of Employee Survey

Seeking to forestall possible employee concerns

about the confidentiality of their responses the agency

decided to conduct the survey through contract with

an outside firmSynectics for Management Decisions

Inc Price Waterhouse was engaged to do the survey

planning and design develop the survey materials col

lect the data and perform the primary analysis

major emphasis in the planning process was

placed on soliciting input from staff at all levels to en
sure that the survey included issues of importance to all

staff The process included systematic series of ac
tivities designed to ensure that the questionnaire cov
ered the right issues and would be well received by

employees at all levels Survey fielding methodolo

gies were also developed that would maximize response

rates through follow-ups of nonrespondents while

maintaining strict respondent confidentiality Plan

ning steps included

literature review to identify issues on past

employee surveys and to determine both suc
cessful and unsuccessful techniques in admin

istering employee surveys and analyzing the re
sults

Planning meetings with the project team sur

vey work group comprised of representatives

from each of the agencys organizational units

Senior management and union representatives

Focus groups with representatives of all staff

levels from each office

Questionnaire and
fielding strategies devel

opment based on results of the above meetings

Questionnaire review sessions with the work

group and focus group participants

Thlephone conversations and questionnaire re

view sessions with representatives from regional

offices

The final questionnaire developed for the employee

survey through this process contained 107 Likert state-

ments Employees were asked to rate these statements

on five point scale of Strongly Disagree Mostly Dis

agree Neither Agree nor Disagree Mostly Agree and

Strongly Agree They were also asked to rate the qual
ity of several support services and facilities on scale

of Very Poor Poor Fair Good and Very Good Fi

nally there is also space provided for respondents for

open-ended comments if desired The statements were

organized into the following content areas

Mission -- The survey questions on mission

measure the extent to which employees feel that

they are led by people with vision and goals

that support the vision leaders communicate

their intentions and employees themselves con
tribute to the goals and missions of the groups

of which they are part

People -- The questions on people explore the

sense that employees have that what they do is

important and is seen to be important by the

people they work for performance is recog
nized and fairly rewarded career development

is supported and high quality people from var
ied backgrounds are welcomed without regard

for personal characteristics over which they

have no control

Management-- Questions on management ex
amine the extent to which employees feel that

their input to job decisions is valued they re
ceive clear instructions and regular feedback on

performance the organization supports them

in the timely completion of their tasks super
visors are competent technically and in people

skills and the organization provides the per
sonnel resources to get the job done

Training -- Questions on training measure the

extent to which people feel that their olSaniza

tions support them in securing training for cur

rent and potential future assignments

Coordination-- Questions on coordination ex
plore the perceptions people have that their or

ganizations are characterized by spirit of team
work and cooperation theyare adequately in

formed about issues affecting their work and
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it is easy to secure additional information as

needed

Quality -- Questions on quality focus on em
ployee perceptions that the needs of customers

within and outside the Department are regularly

assessed and regularly met leaders display

commitment to quality and support their com
mitment through quality standards removal of

barriers and methods to prevent quality prob

lems their units are regarded by others as pro

ducing at high level of quality and they per

sonally are appropriately skilled for the job and

their skills are appropriately used on the job

Support servicfacilities -- Where the fore

going sections ask respondents to express agree

ment or disagreement with statement this sec

tion lists various support services and facilities

and ask respondents to rate them from very

poor to very good Twenty-one items are

included ranging from adequacy of clerical sup

port to computer equipment telephone payroll

services and contracts services

Survey Methodology

The survey planners recognized that high response

rate would be critical in ensuring that usable results were

obtained from the survey In order to achieve high

response rate the survey utilized fielding methodol

ogy that protected the respondents confidentiality and

allowed for follow-up of nonrespondents All employ

ees were sent twelve page questionnaire booklet that

contained no identifying information or markings The

respondents were to complete the questionnaire and re

turn it in the business reply envelope that was also pro

vided Each respondent was also given postcard that

was pre-printed with the employees name Employees

were asked to check one of two boxes on the postcard

-- either that the questionnaire was completed and re

turned or that the employee did not want to participate

-- and to separately return the postcard The use of the

separate postcard enabled nonrespondents to receive fol

low-up mailings while maintaining the confidentiality

of individual answers Employees who indicated they

were unwilling to participate were not sent any follow-

up mailings

The original survey distribution was completed

through internal agency channels Two follow-up mail

ings were sent to the nonrespondents at their home

Response Rates

The questionnaire was distributed to 5042 full- and

part-time employees beginning September 13 1993

Fielding was completed November 17 1993 During

that time 71 employees were dropped from the survey

because of separation from the agency or inability to

locate leaving 4971 potential respondents Of the re

mainder 3851 employees responded to the survey for

an overall response rate of 77.5 percent An additional

3.9 percent indicated on the postcard that they were un

willing to participate

Table shows response rate by office within the

agency Note that the office response rates were all very

high and varied from low of 53.6 to high of 95.4

percent

Table Response Rates by Office

Number in Number Response
Office

Agency Returned Rate

Percentage

Office 128 120 93.8

Office 187 143 76.5

Office3 686 505 73.6

Office 140 113 80.7

Office5 381 309 81.1

Office 108 103 95.4

Office 410 330 80.5

Office 23 20 87.0

Office9 92 78 84.8

Office 10 336 232 69.0

Office 11 331 246 74.3

Office 12 775 596 76.9

Office 13 478 256 53.6

Office 14 446 335 75.1

Office 15 268 206 76.9

Office 16 44 38 86.4

Office 17 104 78 75.0

Office 18 34 24 70.6
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Weighting Methodology

Available Data

Since the response rate for this survey is less than

100 percent there is some possibility for nonrespondent

bias in the responses Nonrespondent bias occurs when

the employees who do not respond have different atti

tudes than those who do respond Although it is not

possible to know the answers that would be given by

the nonrespondents it is possible to conduct nonre

sponse analysis based on the characteristics that are

known about the nonrespondents and survey responses

given by known respondents who have similar demo
graphic characteristics

Because we do not have identifying information on

the questionnaires we cannot match individuals to their

responses There is however some demographic in

formation requested on each employee as part of the

survey instrument We can compare the aggregate pro-

file of the survey respondents on certain key character

istics to the profile of the agency as whole on those

same characteristics

For this analysis individual characteristics that were

examined included office of employment sex pay scald

grade supervisory status age and national origin Al
though additional demographic information was gath
ered on the questionnaire this was the extent of the in

formation that was available to us from the agencys
files In addition due to some changes in oianization

structure taking place during the fielding time we were

not able to accurately compare cross-categorizations of

the agencys administrative data to our survey results

Table summarizes the data that were available to us

Nonresponse

Table presents comparison of the survey respon
dents with the agencys administrative records on the

above characteristics As may be seen from this chart

Table Demographic Data Available

Demographic Available on Survey Available from

Characteristic
Administrative Data

Office Yes Yes with some differences

due to reorganization
Work Location Yes Yes with some differences

between actual and as

signed work location

Time with Federal Government Yes No
Time with Agency Yes No

Pay Scale Yes Yes

Grade Yes Yes

Years at Current Grade Yes No
Job Series Yes Although often No

left blank or

unusable

Last Performance Rating Yes No
Gender Yes Yes

Age Yes Yes

Ethnic Origin Yes Yes With collapsed

categories

Supervisor Yes Supervise other Yes Manager
employees
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Table Response Rales by Selected Denigiaphic Vaiialiles

Demographic Qwacteristic Number Number Returned Response Rate

Agency

AGE

0-20 41 15 36.6

21-30 720 493 685

31-40 1023 802 78.4

41 50 1906 1415 74.2

51-60 1116 774 69.4

61 366 210 57.4

RACE

Ameiican Indian Alaskan 46 25 54.3

Asian Pacific Islander 142 100 70.4

Black 1989 1147 57.7

Hispanic 178 124 69.7

White 2783 2103 75.6

tvlultiracial1 67 N/A

Jl 62 N/A

GENDER

Male 2033 1517 74.6

Female 3139 2205 70.2

SUPERVISORY STATUS

Supervisor2 727 903 124.2

Non-Supervisor2 4411 2820 63.9

PAY SCALE GRADE

SES 92 59 64.1

GM 13 and Above 1078 828 76.8

GS 1-6 662 381 57.6

GS 7-10 754 506 67.1

GS 11-12 1489 1149 77.2

GSl3andAbove 751 628 83.6

Other 312 149 47.8

1The number of employees in the Multiracial and Other categories is not available from the employee records

2The apparent disparity between the number of supervisors in the employee records and the survey results is mostly due to

definition For the purposes of the survey employees were counted as supervisos if they responded affirmatively to the

question Do you supervise other employees The agency has more specific defmition for supervisors
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the greatest differences in response rates and the great

est potential for nonrespondent bias may be found in

pay scale/grade age and national origin Even if there

is some bias due to these variables we do not believe it

is major problem due to the high response rate on the

survey Note that supervisory status was dropped from

further nonresponse analysis due to definitional differ

ences

Weighting Procedure

To reduce the potential for nonrespondent bias on

the survey responses were statistically weighted

Weighting adjustments are common device for reduc

ing the potential for bias by restoring the original pro

portional balance of respondents by their demographic

characteristics For example if population of 100 em
ployees is known to consist of half women and half

men and sample is drawn that is only 48 percent men
weighting adjustment may be used so that in the final

results the responses are split equally between men and

women

As first step in this procedure we collapsed cat

egories for selected variables For national origin

American Indian/Alaskan Asian/Pacific Islander His

panic Multiracial and Other categories were all col

lapsed into the Other category due to the small number

of respondents in each of the original categories Simi

larly for age the 0-20 and 1-30 categories were col

lapsed to form one category 30 and under With this

collapsing there were enough respondents in each cat

egory that we could calculate the weights

Starting with all weights equal to one we first cal

culated weights for ethnic origin then for age then

grade/pay scale and finally for office Final weights in

each iteration that were less than one were set equal to

one Next the weights were multiplied by constant

to scale the weighted total number of employees to the

correct total for the office This procedure was repeated

with the new set of weights as the initial weights until

the final weights converged At the end of the process

the weighted number of respondents was correct for of

fices but was slightly different for the other weighting

variables since office totals served as the final control

totals Table shows response rates for the weighting

variables both before and after weighting

Overall Resultc Before and After Weighting

In this survey we applied weights to reduce the bias

due to pay scale/grade age and national origin In

addition we also applied the proper weights to ensure

that the correct number of employees were included in

each office Although the weights were used to adjust

for possible nonrespondent biases the application of

the weights caused only trivial changes in the survey

results from the unweighted responses This implies

that overall little nonrespondent bias can be attributed

to the characteristics of grade age national origin and

Table Response Rates by Selected Demo
graphic Variables Before and After Weighting

Response Rate

Demographic Percentages

Characteristic Before After

Weighting Weighting

Age

31 67.8 92.4

31-40 78.4 92.4

41-50 74.2 92.2

51 60 69.4 92.2

61 57.4 92.1

Race

Black 57.7 69.1

White 75.6 90.1

Other 103.3 100.0

Gender

Male 74.6 92.1

Female 70.2 92.9

Pay scale/Grade

GMl3andabove 76.8 91.9

GS 1-6 57.6 96.5

GS7-10 67.1 95.6

GS 11-12 77.2 95.6

GSl3andabove 83.6 91.3

Other 51.5 74.0
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office Table shows the average rating for each sec

tion before and after weighting

Analysis of Respondents

We had originally planned to look at nonresponse

by different combinations of demographic categories

In order to determine whether staff with certain charac

teristics were more likely to not respond Howevei

because we had difficulties matching our aggregate data

to that available from the agencys administrative

records we were not able to complete that part of the

analysis Instead we used the survey data to determine

whether overall job satisfaction differed among respon

dents with different characteristics and whether these

characteristics were tied to response rate

Variables Used in Analysis

Dependent Variables

The questionnaire was designed to cover range

of topics related to the work environment of the

employees Many of the topics covered envi

ronmental characteristics that affected the

employees ability to carryout his job others

covered environmental characteristics that af

fected the employees job satisfaction How
ever unlike many employee surveys no ques

tion covering overall satisfaction with his or her

job was asked of the employee The following

four questions are the closest on the survey to

asking about overall satisfaction

My job gives me sense of accomplish

ment

Ithinktheworkldoisimportant

find my work challenging

am for the most part satisfied with my
career prospects in the department

Initial attempts at exploring the differences in

job satisfaction among the respondents used

various combinations of these four questions

However as may be seen from Table the

responses to the fourth question are not highly

correlated with responses to the other three

Table

Average Response by Sedion of Questionnaire

Before and After Weighting

Average Response Average Response
Sedion Before Weighting Rate After Weighting

Mission 3.39 3.39

People 3.15 3.15

Management 3.15 3.15

Training 2.91 2.92

Coordination 3.09 3.10

Quality 3.19 3.20

Support Services 3.16 3.18
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Table

Correlation Coeffiaents Anwg Satisfadion.Related Questions

Question Coeffident

Qi Q2 Q3 Q4

My job gives me sense of accomplishment 1.000 0.669 0.709 0.500

think the work do is important 1.000 0.680 0.326

find my work challenging 1.000 0.447

am for the most part satisfied with my career 1.000

prospects in the Department

questions Since question seemed to be the computed to determine whether there was possible

most important question this paper presents relationship between the response and the demographic

only this analysis characteristic Tables through 11 present these re

sults As may be seen from these tables all of the van

Independent Variables ables except age showed relationship to satisfaction

with job prospects at .05 level of significance

The independent variables selected for this

analysis included the following As final step in determining the relationship be
tween satisfaction with job prospects and demographic

Age characteristics an analysis of variance was conducted

In this analysis the response scale of ito was treated

Ethnic Origin as continuous and the demographic variables were used

as class variables model with all interaction terms

Gender was originally fit to the data At each succeeding step

level of interaction terms was removed from the analy

Pay Scale Grade and sis as appropriate In the final analysis the following

tenns were found to be significantly related to response

Office

.0 Office

These variables were thought priori to be the

most highly correlated with job satisfaction and Grade Pay Scale

are the variables that can most likely be used in

future analysis Race National Origin

Methodology Age and

As first step in comparing responses frequency Office and Grade Pay Scale Interaction

tables of the responses were compared by the different

demographic characteristics Chi-square statistics were Table 12 presents the results of this model
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Table

Table of Satisfaction With Job Prospects by Office

OFFICE Responses OFFICE Responses

requency/ Frequency

Expected Expected
Row Pct TotaL Row Pct Total

100 21 18 17 34 18 108 200 55 41 43 58 19

28.071 22.1 19.443 27.977 10.409 216

19.44 16.67 15.74 31.48 16.67 56.141 44.2 38.886 55.954 20.819

25.46 18.98 19.91 26.85 8.80

120 46 33 18 22 126

32.749 25.784 22.684 32.64 12.144 210 56 56 41 59 17 229

36.51 26.19 14.29 17.46 5.56 59.52 46.86 41.227 59.321 22.071

24.45 24.45 17.90 25.76 7.42

128 146 106 77 97 20 446

115.92 91.265 80.293 115.53 42.986 220 132 107 105 147 54 545

32.74 23.77 17.26 21.75 4.48 141.65 111.52 98.116 141.18 52.528

24.22 19.63 19.27 26.97 9.91
130 19 18 35 19 100

25.991 20.463 18.003 25.904 9.6382 228 61 37 46 67 26 237

9.00 19.00 18.00 35.00 19.00 61.599 48.498 42.667 61.394 22.843

25.74 15.61 19.41 28.27 10.97

140 41 60 51 94 30 276

71.736 56.478 49.688 71.496 26.601 230 76 58 57 83 32 306

14.86 21.74 18.48 34.06 10.87 79.533 62.617 55.089 79.268 29.493

24.84 18.95 18.63 27.12 10.46

150 16 17 24 19 83

21.573 16.984 14.942 21.501 7.9997 240 60 32 31 41 26 190

19.28 20.48 28.92 22.89 8.43 49.384 38.88 34.205 49.219 18.313

31.58 16.84 16.32 21.58 13.68

160 103 67 47 62 20 299

77.714 61.185 53.829 77.454 28.818 250 11 10 35

34.45 22.41 15.72 20.74 6.69 9.097 7.1621 6.301 9.0666 3.3734

31.43 22.86 11.43 28.57 5.71

170 17

4.4185 3.4787 3.0605 4.4038 1.6385 260 21

29.41 11.76 23.53 11.76 23.53 5.4582 4.2973 3.7806 5.4399 2.024

23.81 14.29 33.33 14.29 14.29

180 19 12 11 22 69

17.934 14.12 12.422 17.874 6.6504 999 20 15 13 16 17 81

27.54 17.39 15.94 31.88 7.25 21.053 16.575 14.582 20.983 7.8069

24.69 18.52 16.05 19.75 20.99

190 16 16 24 71

18.454 14.529 12.782 18.392 6.8431 TotaL 898 707 622 895 333 3455

22.54 22.54 11.27 33.80 9.86

Statistic OF VaLue Prob

Chi-Square 72 166.159 0.000
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Table

Table of Satisfaction With Job Prospects by Gender

GENDER Responses

Frequency

Expected
Row Pct TotaL

MaLe 334 304 275 359 140 1412
367 288.94 254.2 365.77 136.09

23.65 21.53 19.48 25.42 9.92

FemaLe 564 403 347 536 193 2043
531 418.06 367.8 529.23 196.91

27.61 19.73 16.98 26.24 9.45

TotaL 898 707 622 895 333 3455

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 9.625 0.047

Table

Table of Satisfaction With Job Prospects by RacefNational Origin

Race Ethnic Origin Responses

Frequency

Expected
Row Pct Total

BLack 371 210 169 248 105 1103
286.68 225.71 198.57 285.73 106.31

33.64 19.04 15.32 22.48 9.52

White 433 428 380 569 195 2005

521.13 410.29 360.96 519.38 193.25

21.60 21.35 18.95 28.38 9.73

Other 94 69 73 78 33 347

90.19 71.007 62.47 89.889 33.445

27.09 19.88 21.04 22.48 9.51

TotaL 898 707 622 895 333 3455

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 60.291 0.000
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Table 10
Table of Satisfaction With Job Prospects by Age

AGE Responses

Frequency

Expected

Row Pct Total

31-40 286 265 233 325 115 1224

318.13 250.47 220.36 317.07 117.97

23.37 21.65 19.04 26.55 9.40

41-50 354 275 220 341 121 1311

340.75 268.27 236.02 339.61 126.36

27.00 20.98 16.78 26.01 9.23

51-60 212 122 138 174 76 722

187.66 147.74 129.98 187.03 69.588

29.36 16.90 19.11 24.10 10.53

61 46 45 31 55 21 198

51.463 40.517 35.646 51.291 19.084

23.23 22.73 15.66 27.78 10.61

TotaL 898 707 622 895 333 3455

Statistic DF VaLue Prob

Chi-Square 12 18.871 0.092

Table 11

Table of Satisfaction With Job Prospects by Grade/Pay Scale

Grade Pay Scale Responses

Frequency

Expected
Row Pct TotaL

GS 1-6 129 61 64 71 38 363

94.348 74.281 65.351 94.033 34.987

35.54 16.80 17.63 19.56 10.47

GS 7-10 142 90 76 134 50 492

127.88 100.68 88.574 127.45 47.42

28.86 18.29 15.45 27.24 10.16

CS 11-12 317 240 207 255 81 1100

285.9 225.09 198.03 284.95 106.02

28.82 21.82 18.82 23.18 7.36

CS 13 and Above 149 129 97 162 40 577

149.97 118.07 103.88 149.47 55.612

25.82 22.36 16.81 28.08 6.93

GM 13 and Above 137 170 153 231 86

201.95 159 139.88 201.28 74.889

17.63 21.88 19.69 29.73 11.07

SES 14 12 15 34 25 100

25.991 20.463 18.003 25.904 9.6382

14.00 12.00 15.00 34.00 25.00

Other 10 10 13 46

11.956 9.413 8.2813 11.916 4.4336

21.74 10.87 21.74 17.39 28.26

Total 898 707 622 895 333 3455

Statistic DF Value Prob

Chi-Square 24 132.770 0.000
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Table 12

Analysis of Variance Results

Dependent VariabLe 11113

Sum of Mean
Source DF Squares Square VaLue Pr

ModeL 130 615.05206711 4.73116975 2.78 0.0001

Error 3333 5667.76288670 1.70049892

Corrected TotaL 3463 6282.81495381

R-Square C.V Root MSE 11113 Mean

0.097894 47.85641 1.3040318 2.7248845

Source OF Type SS Mean Square VaLue Pr

OFFICE 18 190.01829667 10.55657204 6.21 0.0001
RACE/National Origin 74.60699865 18.65174966 10.97 0.0001
AGE 10.03137617 2.00627523 1.18 0.3164
GSCALE 119.35625035 19.89270839 11.70 0.0001
GSCALEOFFICE 97 221.03914527 2.27875407 1.34 0.0158

Source OF Type III SS Mean Square VaLue Pr

OFFICE 18 84.64206260 4.70233681 2.77 0.0001
RACE/National Origin 40.27459312 10.06864828 5.92 0.0001
AGE 21.60251193 4.32050239 2.54 0.0265
GSCALE 58.98642024 9.83107004 5.78 0.0001
GSCALEOFFICE 97 221.03914527 2.27875407 1.34 0.0158
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